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ABSTRACT
Program synthesis is a programming-languages technique not often seen in hardware design. However, hardware designs, and processors in particular, contain characteristics that match well with
problems solved using program synthesis. We can use specifications as oracles to guide program synthesis and generate correctby-construction HDL code. The hierarchical structure of hardware
lends itself to “sketching”, or partial implementations, where components can be solved individually. CEGIS-based synthesis techniques,
which use SMT solvers, are a natural match for modeling netlists
and RTL designs using the theory of bitvectors. We are exploring
different directions in applying and adapting program synthesis for
processor development. Presented as preliminary work in this position paper, we use program synthesis techniques to generate HDL
code that implements the control logic for a sketch of a processor’s
datapath. There are a number of challenges to address such as scaling program synthesis tools to handle real-world hardware designs,
and adapting tools to reason about “hardware semantics”. Overcoming these challenges we argue program synthesis should be
particularly beneficial to processor and hardware accelerator development, speeding up development time to keep pace with changes
in specifications and microarchitecture-level optimizations.
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OVERVIEW

Advances in program synthesis have been used to great success in
software settings including code repair [6, 11, 13, 15], data wrangling (e.g., Excel FlashFill) [7], compiler superoptimization [8, 12,
14], graphics [9, 10], and more. These settings often center around
domain-specific languages and tools that benefit from program
synthesis. However, the domain of hardware design, driven by
hardware description languages (HDLs), has received little attention from program synthesis (see [1, 3] for sketch-based Verilog
code generation). We argue in this position paper that hardware designs, and processors in particular, have characteristics that match
well with the kinds of problems solved using program synthesis.
Further, we present preliminary work that exploits these characteristics by synthesizing HDL code that implements the control
logic for a partial implementation of a processor. We present three
characteristics:
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Ubiquity of Specifications. Program synthesis requires some sort
of specification to encode user intent and guide the search problem. Specifications range from formal (rigorous, mathematical or
logical descriptions of behavior) to informal (sets of input-output
examples). In software settings, where formal specifications are
few, example-driven synthesis is common, but suffers from imprecision and overfitting. Hardware designs, however, are often already
specified. Further, constituent components of the system also generally have behavioral specifications to describe how they fit into
the entire system. We can leverage these existing specifications in
program synthesis tools as oracles to generate HDL code that is
correct-by-construction.
Hierarchical structure. Hardware naturally lends itself to hierarchical, structured components. As mentioned in the previous point,
existing specifications also define the interfaces between these components. “Program sketches” (or partial implementations) are a
common technique in program synthesis that allow pieces of the
code to remain unknown or unspecified, to be later filled in by
synthesis. Given the natural composability of hardware designs,
program sketches in HDL code can help program synthesis scale.
Development Lifetime. Hardware designs are often modified and
updated over their development lifetimes. For example, for SoC designs, changes to ISA, or microarchitecture-level optimizations can
have non-local effects that permeate through the entire design and
require exhaustive refactoring and verification. Program synthesis
can alleviate these pains through automatically generating HDL
code according to the updated specification with the guarantee that
the changes are correct.
Given the relatively small adoption of program synthesis in the
hardware design space, there are a number of challenges to adapt
program synthesis to processor development.
Scalability. While this is already a well-known problem in the software world [4], program synthesis for HDL code has unique issues
to contend with for scalability. The common artifact of HDL code
is a netlist. For real-world hardware designs, netlists contain large
orders of wires and gates. Modeling each and every component is
intractable. Where the software world has seen success in program
synthesis through domain-specific applications, similarly we find
that specific classes of problems in hardware design necessitate specific solutions from program synthesis. Such solutions may call for
intermediate representations or abstracted models of the hardware
in order to scale.
Hardware semantics. Synthesizing HDL code requires reasoning
about different models of computation compared to software. We
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𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚[𝑝𝑐] = “LOAD addr” 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ′ = 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚[addr]



Load

(𝑝𝑐, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚) → (𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ′, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚)
𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚[𝑝𝑐] = “ADD addr” 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ′ = 𝑎𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚[addr]

Add

(𝑝𝑐, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚) → (𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ′, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚)
𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚[𝑝𝑐] = “STORE addr”

𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 ′

= 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚[addr ↦→ 𝑎𝑐𝑐]

(𝑝𝑐, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚) → (𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 ′ )
𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚[𝑝𝑐] = “BRZ addr” 𝑎𝑐𝑐 = 0

𝑝𝑐 ′

Store

= addr

(𝑝𝑐, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚) → (𝑝𝑐 ′, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚)

BranchZero-T

𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚[𝑝𝑐] = “BRZ addr” 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ≠ 0
BranchZero-F

(𝑝𝑐, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚) → (𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚, 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚)

Figure 1: Operational semantics for the instructions for an
accumulator-style ISA.

need to adapt program synthesis tools to reason about hardware semantics (models of hardware), deal with high degrees of parallelism,
statefulness, and timing.

2

PRELIMINARY WORK

Consider a scenario where we have a specification for an ISA, and
an implementation of a processor’s datapath. With the datapath in
place, the remaining unknown in the implementation is the control
logic. We show that with these two pieces (an ISA specification and
a datapath sketch), we can leverage program synthesis techniques
to automatically generate the control logic for this processor.
For conciseness, we adapt a minimal, accumulator-style ISA
from [16]. It has four instructions: LOAD addr, ADD addr, STORE
addr, and BRZ addr. The state includes an accumulator register
(𝑎𝑐𝑐), program counter (𝑝𝑐), instruction memory (𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚), and data
memory (𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚). We present the operational semantics for the
instructions in Figure 1.
We can extract ISA instruction semantics from a formal specification written in a language like Sail [2], which lets programmers
define ISA instructions functionally. We use these definitions to
extract the goals needed for program synthesis. The semantics of
the instructions are agnostic to the actual implementation of the
processor. This kind of specification is higher level than a microarchitectural specification and more detached from the RTL, but as
we will show is sufficient for program synthesis to generate HDL
code for the processor’s control logic
The second piece is a partial implementation, or sketch, of the
processor for this ISA. Let’s assume that the developer implemented
the datapath for a single-cycle version of the processor with the
HDL code shown in Figure 2. This implementation is a sketch because we introduce “holes” (denoted by ??) for the definitions of the
control signals (lines 9–13). These holes will be filled in by program
synthesis.
The goal now is, for each instruction in the ISA, to determine
how the control signals should be set in order to correctly execute
the instruction, then generate the HDL code that implements the
control logic. To accomplish this we symbolically evaluate the processor sketch to find values for the control signals that hold under
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# fetch
inst <<= imem[pc]
# decode
op <<= inst[0:2]
addr <<= inst[2:].zero_extended(32)
# control logic
add <<= ??(op)
branch <<= ??(op)
write_acc <<= ??(op)
read_mem <<= ??(op)
write_mem <<= ??(op)
with conditional_assignment:
with read_mem:
read_data |= dmem[addr]
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with conditional_assignment:
with write_acc:
with add:
acc.next |= read_data + acc
with otherwise:
acc.next |= read_data
with conditional_assignment:
with write_mem:
dmem[addr] |= acc
with conditional_assignment:
with (acc == 0) & branch:
pc.next |= addr
with otherwise:
pc.next |= pc + 1





Figure 2: Sketch of the datapath for the accumulator-style
ISA as a single-cycle processor, written in the Python-based
HDL PyRTL [5].

the constraints given by each ISA instruction. For instance, to execute an ADD instruction, the control signals read_mem, write_acc
and add must be asserted.
Our prototype lifts the HDL code sketch to a solver-aided IR. This
IR symbolically evaluates the hardware design into constraints in
the theory of bitvectors. For program synthesis we use Rosette [17],
a framework for solver-aided programming. With the instruction
semantics from Figure 1 we can generate preconditions and postconditions to guide program synthesis. We define pre- and postconditions only over the ISA-level state so that synthesis goals
are agnostic to the microarchitecture and RTL implementation details. For example, the precondition for ADD asserts that the current
instruction is an ADD opcode. The postcondition asserts that the
accumulator register updates to be the sum of the current value in
𝑎𝑐𝑐 with the value in data memory at address addr.
Running the symbolic evaluation process for all four instructions
we generate the control logic. First, our immediate result is a table
of control signal values according to opcode. From this table, we
can generate the following HDL code that implements the control
logic:



add <<= (op == ADD)
branch <<= (op == BRZ)
write_acc <<= (op == ADD) ^ (op == LOAD)
read_mem <<= (op == ADD) ^ (op == LOAD)
write_mem <<= (op == STORE)



Our prototype supports continual development. Using our technique we synthesized multiple implementations of the accumulator
processor’s control logic for three different microarchitectures (one
single-cycle, two multi-cycle)—all using the same high-level ISA
specification.
We are extending our preliminary work to synthesize the complete control logic for a RISC-V processor given a Sail specification
for the ISA. It currently supports a subset of the RV32I ISA for a
single-cycle datapath. To showcase our work on practical designs
we are extending our prototype to handle pipelining and more advanced microarchitecture features found in modern processors and
accelerators.
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